Topic 27

Review and Rewrite Your Notes

Sample Article

Turn your class-notes into revision-notes through visual illustration
Figure 1: Key-words can be extracted from texts to make a mind map.
This example was quickly created using software called Mind Manager.

Program better self-images

Maintains & regulates behaviour
Limiting beliefs hold us back

Mentally simulate

Success Programming

Subconscious self-images

Two-thirds of brain activity is the same

Performance Psychology

Do both visual and real practice

Perform from beliefs not potential

Visualise to Improve Your Exam Performance

Exams out of students comfort zone

Overcoming Anxiety

Write ideal exam visualisation script
Positive affirmations
Record yourself reading it

Not enough real practice
Rehearse positive response ahead of time

Visualising Exams

Rehearsed many times

Figure 1. Mind Mapping
Figure 2: Key-words can be extracted from
class-notes and displayed in a concept map.
This 3D ‘Vertical Chevron List’ is offered by
Microsoft Word’s Smart Art tools to help
visually represent information in sequence.

Figure 3: Key-words can be written out by
hand and ordered into numbered sections
and sub-sections. This route map offers a
simple diagram technique to show key-words
in sequence. This is useful for essay content.

Visualise to Improve Your Exam Performance

Visualise to Improve Your Exam
Performance
Introduction
NB: Typically exam essays
start with a catchy statement
and build the question into
the first sentences.

2: Success Programming
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

1: Performance Psychology
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Subconscious self-images
Maintains & regulates behaviour
Unhelpful beliefs hold us back
Perform from beliefs not potential

Program better self-images
Mentally simulate
Two-thirds of brain activity same
Do both visual and real practice

3: Overcoming Anxiety

4: Visualising Exams
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

3.1 Exams out of comfort zone
3.2 Not enough real practice
3.3 Program for a positive response

Write ideal exam vis script
Positive affirmations
Record yourself reading it
Rehearsed many times

Conclusion
Conclude with a brief summary of
your stand-point

Figure 2. Concept Mapping
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Figure 3. Essay Route Mapping
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